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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider certain classes of codes “below” the class of bilix codes. 
As has been observed several times (see [Jill, Shl], for example), some classes of 
codes can be defined as the classes of independent sets with respect to some binary 
relations on the free monoid. Given the alphabet X, for instance the prefix codes are 
the <,-independent sets with respect to the partial ordering 
on X*. Similarly, the suffix codes are defined by the relation <,, the dual of $. 
Continuing in this fashion, one obtains the bifix codes as the independent sets with 
respect to the partial ordering &, given by 
U<,UOU6,VA u<,v. 
It is obvious that the mapping 
which with a binary relation Q c X* x X* associates the class of e-independent sub- 
sets is antitonic. Thus in particular, if r~ is a binary relation with a(b) a class of 
codes and if Q  is a binary relation with ~7 E Q, then also a(e) is a class of codes, and 
a(e) E a(a). In this paper we study codes defined by relations which are supersets 
of <b. 
In particular, we consider two classes of codes: infix codes and outlix codes. 
Some properties peculiar to infix codes have already been derived in [Jii2]. Infix 
codes can be defined as the independent sets with respect to the relation <i given 
by 
U~iUO3X, yEX*: u=xuy. 
On the other hand, the outfix codes are the independent sets with respect to w, 
defined by 
uo, v 0 3x, U1,UqEX*:U=U,U2 A v=u~xu2. 
Other classes to be studied include the hypercodes ([Thl, Val ] ), uniform 
(or block) codes, and reflective codes [Rel]. Hypercodes can be defined as 
independent sets with respect to Go, where 
U<~UO3U~ )...) u,,vo )...) V,EX*:U=U~~~~U, A v=uou~v~u*“‘u”u,. 
Uniform (or block) codes can be defined as the independent sets with respect to 
<,, where 
u~,v0u=v v 124 < IUI. 
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A code L is reflective if it satisfies 
The relation between the various classes of codes and some classes of languages 
which are “nearly” codes is shown in Fig. 1. 
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we review basic notions and 
some notation. In Section 3, we introduce the classes of codes which are considered 
in this paper, that is, the classes of infix codes, outfix codes, some variants of infix 












FIG. 1. Some classes of codes and related languages. 
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codes. We derive some basic hierarchy properties which relate these to other classes 
of codes. The main result of that section concerns the closure of these classes under 
products. We show that the classes of right semaphore codes, left semaphore codes, 
and outlix codes are free semigroups, while the other classes are closed under 
products, but not free. 
In Section 4, we investigate maximal codes in these classes. The maximal p-infix 
codes are shown to coincide with the right semaphore codes; dually, the maximal 
s-infix codes are precisely the left semaphore codes. A maximal infix code or outlix 
code is either a full uniform code or it can be properly embedded in a maximal bilix 
code. 
Properties of the syntactic monoids of infix and outlix codes are derived in 
Section 5. These two cases have some striking similarities, which require further 
investigation. In the same section, we also provide a construction of certain 
disjunctive outtix codes. 
In Section 6, we study homomorphisms and inverse homomorphisms under 
which the classes of infix codes and outlix codes are closed. The decidability of 
the various code properties for rational languages is proved in Section 7. Finally, 
Section 8 contains a few concluding remarks. 
2. NOTATION AND BASIC NOTIONS 
In this section we introduce the necessary notation and review some basic 
notions. For additional details and definitions, see the references, in particular 
[Shl]. 
The symbols N and N, denote the sets of positive integers and of non-negative 
integers, respectively. 
An alphabet is a finite non-empty set. Let X be an alphabet. Then X* denotes the 
free monoid generated by X, that is, the set of all words over X, including the 
empty word 1, and X+ = X\l. For w E X* and UEX, by IwJ we denote the length 
of w, and 1 WI, is the number of occurences of a in w. 
A language over X is a set L E X*. For any language L the set 
res( L) = { 24 1 X*24X* n L = a} 
is the residue of L. With a language L one associates its principal congruence P, and 
its syntactic monoid syn(L) = X*/P,, where 
u=u(P,)o(Vx, yEX*:xuyELoxuyEL). 
A language L is said to be disjunctive if P, is the equality relation. 
The notion of principal congruence is extended to subsets of arbitrary monoids 
in the obvious way. A monoid is isomorphic with the syntactic monoid of a 
language if and only if it is finitely generated and has a disjunctive subset. 
Occasionally, we require a total order to be defined on X*. In particular, the 
57 1/43/3-l 
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standard order is given as follows: Assume some arbitrary, but fixed, total order on 
X Then a word u E X* precedes u E X* if and only if (~1 < Iu( or, whenever 1~1 = (~1, 
if u precedes u alphabetically. 
Recall that a language L G X* is said to be a code if L freely generates the sub- 
monoid L* of X*. Let V(X) denote the class of codes over the alphabet X. In the 
sequel the mention of the alphabet will be omitted when there is no risk of confu- 
sion: thus, %? denotes the class of codes over an alphabet X which is given by the 
respective context. 
If P is any property of languages, then VP is the class of codes with property P, 
again taken over some alphabet X. In the definitions of classes of codes we also 
always indicate the “name” of the property to be used in this notation. For 
instance, a language L E V is a prefix code (property p) if and only if L is a set of 
<,-independent words. So far, we have already introduced the property names s of 
suffix codes, and b of bilix codes. 
We adopt a similar notation for binary relations defining classes of codes as their 
independent sets. In general we write up for such a relation defining codes with the 
property P. In the special cases of wP being a partial ordering we use the more 
suggestive notation of <P instead. Thus <P denotes the binary relation defining the 
prefix codes. 
The following table lists the classes of codes whose definitions we assume in the 
sequel: 
Class of codes Property name Binary relation 
Uniform U S” 
Reflective 
Hypercode I, Gh 
Prefix P % 
suffix % 
Bitix Fl Gb 
For further details and definitions see the references, in particular [Shl 1. 
3. OUTFIX CODES, INFIX CODES, P-INFIX CODES, S-INFIX CODES 
In this section we introduce or review the classes of outtix codes, infix codes, 
p-infix codes, s-infix codes, and a few others. They are central notions to this paper. 
The main results of this section concern the closure of these classes of languages 
under product. In particular we show which of these classes form free semigroups. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be an alphabet. A language L c X + is 
(a) an outfix code (property o) if for all x, y, u E X*, xy E L and xuy E L 
together imply u = 1; 
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(b) an infix code (property i) if for all x, y, u E X*, u EL, and xuy E L 
together imply xy = 1. 
Thus, if L is an outfix code, nothing can be inserted into any word in L. 
Similarly, if L is an infix code, no code word can be the infix of another code word. 
It is an immediate consequence of the definitions that every infix code and every 
outlix code is a bilix code and that every hypercode is both an infix code and an 
outfix code. 
Note that the binary relation Oi defining the infix codes is a partial ordering. On 
the other hand, the relation CD, which defines the outlix codes is reflexive, anti- 
symmetric, and cancellative, but not transitive. 
Remark 3.2. The transitive closure of w, is <,,. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. The following are a few examples of outlix codes: 
(1) If X= {a> then the singleton subsets of X* are the only outtix codes 
over X 
(2) Every uniform code is an outlix code. 
(3) The set L = {a”ba” 1 n > 1 } is a context-free outfix code. 
(4) The set L = { a”b”c” 112 B 1) is a context-sensitive language which is both 
an infix code and an outlix code. 
(5) Any non-empty subset of an outlix (infix) code is an outlix (infix) code. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let X be an alphabet and L E X*. 
(a) L is a p-infix code (property pi) if, for all x, U, y E X*, xuy E L and u E L 
together imply y = 1; 
(b) L is an s-infix code (property si) if, for all x, u, y E X*, xuy E L and u E L 
together imply x = 1; 
(c) L is a right semaphore code (property rs) if L is a prefix code satisfying 
x*L E Lx*; 
(d) L is a left semaphore code (property Is) if L is a suffix code satisfying 
Lx* c x*L; 
(e) L is a strict right semaphore code (property srs) if L is a prefix code 
satisfying X + L E LX + ; 
(f) L is a strict left semaphore code (property sls) if L is a suffix code 
satisfying LX + c X + L. 
The following facts are well known and/or easily proved: 
Remark 3.5. Let X be an alphabet. 
(1) Every p-infix code is a prefix code, every s-infix code is a suffix code, 
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(2) Every infix code is a p-infix code and an s-infix code or, more precisely: 
~ = ~~,i n ~~,i. 
(3) Every right semaphore code is a p-infix code; every left semaphore code 
is an s-infix code. 
(4) Every p-infix code can be embedded in a maximal p-infix code. Every 
s-infix code can be embedded in a maximal s-infix code. 
For the remaining statements, assume that 1x1 > 1. 
(5) The inclusions of l-3 are proper. 
(6) The classes of bifix codes, p-infix codes, and s-infix codes are incom- 
parable. 
(7) %?,, is properly contained in y n %$. 
(8) qi u q0 is properly contained in %$,. 
(9) The classes of infix codes and outtix codes are incomparable. 
ProofI (l-2) Obvious. 
(3) Let L be a right semaphore code, and consider U, xuy E L. As L is a prefix 
code, x # 1. From X*L c LX* it follows that xu has a non-empty prefix u E L. But 
u is a prefix of xuy which implies that y = 1. The rest is proved dually. 
(4) This follows using Zorn’s lemma. 
(5) The language (6, aba} over {a, b} is a prefix code which is not a p-infix 
code. The language {b, ab} is a p-infix code which is not an infix code. Every 
singleton language (w} with w z 1 is a p-infix code which is not a right semaphore 
code. The remaining inclusions are proved using the dual arguments. 
(6) The language {u”b” ) n > 1) is a bifix code which is neither a p-infix nor 
an s-infix code. The language {b, ub) is a p-infix code which is neither a bifix code 
nor an s-infix code. The language {b, bu} is an s-infix code which is neither a bifix 
code nor a p-infix code. 
(7) The language {ub2, bubub) is both an infix code and an outtix code, but 
not a hypercode. 
(8) The language (u2, b, ubu} is a bitix code, but neither an infix code nor an 
outtix code. 
(9) The language (b, ubu) is an outfix code, but not an infix code. On the 
other hand, the language {u2, uba) is an infix code, but not an outfix code. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The classes of right semaphore codes, left semaphore codes, 
infix codes, outfix codes, p-infix codes, and s-infix codes are closed under product. 
Proof: 
Case “right semaphore codes.” Let L, and L, be right semaphore codes over X, 
and consider L = L1 L,. Clearly, L is a prefix code and X*L= X*(L, L2) E 
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(L,X*) L2 E (L,L,) X*. Hence, L is a right semaphore code. The case of left 
semaphore codes is dual. 
Case “infix codes.” Let L, and L2 be infix codes. Consider u, xuy E L = L1 L2. 
Then u = U, u2 with u1 EL,, u2 E Lz, and similarly, u = xuy = vi u2 with u1 EL, and 
u2 E L,. One of the following two situations arises: u2 is completely contained in u2 
or ui is completely contained in vi. 
If u2 = zu2 y for some z E X* then z = y = 1 as L, is an infix code. Hence u2 = u2 
and u1 = xui . As L, is an infix code one has x = 1 and therefore u = u. On the other 
hand, if u2 is not of the form zu2 y then u1 is of the form xuiz for some ZEX*. This 
again implies that u = u. Hence L is an infix code. 
Case “ou tfix codes.” Let L,, L,CX* be outlix codes and consider 
xy,~~y~L~L~.Thenxy=x,x,withx,~L,andx,~L,. Wemustshowthatu=l. 
We distinguish two cases: If lx,1 < 1x1 then x=x1 u for some u E X*, uy = x2, and 
XUY = X, WY E L, L2. As L, is an outfix code, L, is also a prefix code and, therefore, 
uuy~ L,. Hence U= 1 as L, is an outfix code. On the other hand, if lx11 > 1x1 then 
ly,l< lyl, y=uy, for some UEX*, xu=xi, and xz4y=xuuy,~L~L~. As L2 is an 
outfix code, L2 is also a suffix code and, therefore, xuu E L,. Hence u = 1 as Li is 
an outtix code. This proves that L, L, is an outlix code. 
Case “p-infix codes.” Let L, and L, be p-infix codes with L = L, L2 and con- 
sider U, xuy E L. Then xuy = x1x2 with xi E L, and x2 E L, and u = u1 u2 with U, EL, 
and u2 E L2. If lx11 < 1x1 then x2 is of the form zu,u,y, hence U, = 1, a contradic- 
tion! If lx11 > lxul then x1 is of the form xu1u2z, hence u2 = 1, a contradiction! 
Therefore, assume that 1x1 < lx,1 d IxuI. If lx11 < lxu,l then x2 is of the form zu2 y, 
hence y = 1. If lxuil < lx11 then x, =xuiz, where z is a proper prefix of u,; however, 
z = 1 as L, is a p-infix code, a contradiction! Thus, L is a p-infix code. The proof 
for s-infix codes is dual. 1 
The converse conclusion is not true, that is, L is one of the classes of codes men- 
tioned in Proposition 3.6, and if L has a factorization into L = L’L” then L’ and L” 
are not necessarily in the same class of codes. This is demonstrated by the following 
examples. The language L, = {b} is a p-infix code, the language L, = 
{a’, aba, ab’, b} is not a p-infix code while the product L, L, is a p-infix code. 
Similarly L3 = {a”> is an infix code, L, = (a, bab} is not an infix code, while both 
L, L, and L,L, are infix codes. For right semaphore codes consider the following 
example: The language L, = {a, a2, b} is not a code, the language L, = { a”b I n 2 O}  
is a prefix code, and the language L, L, is a right semaphore code. 
Several classes of codes are known to form free monoids under products, for 
example prefix codes, suffix codes, bifix codes, etc. [Shl 1, e-convex (“h-convex” in 
our terminology) infix codes [Gull. In the sequel we establish that this statement 
does not hold true for infix codes or p-infix codes. On the other hand we prove 
some general properties which imply that the classes of outfix codes and of right 
semaphore codes are free. 
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The following criterion for freeness is used as an important tool in most of the 
remainder of this section. 
PROPOSITION 3.7 [Schl, Shl]. Let M be a free monoid and let S be a submonoid 
of M. Then S is free if and only if S ~ ‘S n SS - ’ c S. 
Note that the empty language acts as a zero element with respect to language 
products. As this would introduce a slight complication, the case of a language 
being empty is excluded in the remainder of this section. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. The families of non-empty infix codes, p-infix codes, and s-infix 
codes over a given alphabet are not free. 
Proof. Consider L = {a, bab} and L’ = {a’}. Clearly L E %‘b(X)\qi(X) and 
L’~$(i(x). The languages LL’ and L’L are infix codes which shows that 
By Proposition 3.7, %$(i(x) is not free. 
A similar argument is used for p-infix codes. Consider L = {a*, aba, ab*, b}, 
L’ = (ab), and L” = {b}. L’ and L” are p-inlix codes while L is a prefix code but 
not a p-infix code. On the other hand, L”L and LL’ are p-infix codes. Thus 
and %?pi(X) is not free. i 
The following result provides a general framework for proving that certain classes 
of languages are free with respect to products. In some sense it is a special version 
of Proposition 3.7. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let Xbe an alphabet and let 2’ and Y be classes of languages 
over X with 2 a free monoid and 2” a submonoid (or subsemigroup) of 9. Let P 
be a property of languages such that 
LEYoLE2 A P(L). 
If P satisfies 
for all L1, L, E 9 (or the dual) then 2” is free. 
ProoJ We prove that 9’9’ - ’ E 2” where the inverse is taken in Y. The state- 
ment is then implied by Proposition 3.7. Consider L = L, L, E 9 with L, E Y’ and 
L, E 2’. Then P(LI L2) hence P(L,), that is, L, E 3’. u 
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It turns out that the properties which characterize right semaphore codes and 
outfix codes satisfy the assumption of Proposition 3.9. First we establish this result 
for right semaphore codes. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let L,, L, E X* with L,#@. If X*L,L,zL,L,X* then 
x*L, S L,x*. 
Proof. Suppose that X*L, g L, X*. Then there are words UE X* and XE L, 
such that ux $ L, X*. Let y E L, be a shortest word in L,. Consider uxy E ML, L, E 
X*L, L, s L, L*X*. There are DEL,, w E L,, ZE X* such that uxy = vwz and 
luxl < Iv1 by UX+! L, X*. Hence IwI < 1 yl contradicting the choice of y. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let 9 be a class of languages over the alphabet X which is 
closed under products and free. Let 9’ be a subclass of 9 which is also closed under 
products and which has the property that for any L E 9 one has L E 9’ if and only 
tf X*L E LX*. Then 9’ is free. 
Proof In the terminology of Proposition 3.9 one has 
P(L)ox*LzLx*. 1 
COROLLARY 3.12 [Gu2]. The classes of non-empty right semaphore codes and 
left semaphore codes are free monoids. 
Proof The class of non-empty prefix codes is free. Within it, the class of right 
semaphore codes is characterized by the property that 
The statement of Corollary 3.12 can be strengthened slightly. Recall that a sub- 
monoid S of a monoid ii4 is said to be right unitary if xy~ S, y E S, and XE A4 
together imply x E S. The above proof then actually shows that $& is a right unitary 
free submonoid of % ‘,, [GUN]. 
We now turn to the case of outlix codes. Again we use the fact that the class e0 
of outfix codes is a subclass of the clas %7p of prefix codes. 
LEMMA 3.13. Let L,, L, E X’. If L, L, is a non-empty outfix code then both L, 
and L, are (non-empty) outfix codes. 
Proof Suppose that L, is not an outfix code. Then xy, xuy~ L, for some 
u E X +. Consider z E L,. Then xyz E L, L, and xuyz E L, L,, a contradiction! Hence 
L, must be an outtix code. Similarly, one proves that L, is an outfix code. 1 
COROLLARY 3.14. The class of non-empty outfix codes is free. 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.9. 1 
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4. MAXIMAL CODES 
In this section we focus on properties of maximal infix codes, maximal outlix 
codes, and related types of codes. We show that under certain conditions these are 
just uniform codes. 
We start with the case of maximal p-infix codes. It turns out that they are right 
semaphore codes. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Every maximal p-infix code is a right semaphore code. 
Proof Assume that L is a maximal p-infix code which is not a right semaphore 
code. Then there exists a word u E L and a symbol a E X such that au q! LX*. Let 
v = au and L’ = L u {v}. Clearly, L is a proper subset of L’. We show that L’ is a 
p-infix code which contradicts the maximality of L. 
Suppose that xyz E L’ and y E L’. We distinguish three cases. 
Case “xyz E L and y E L.” Then z = 1 as L is a p-infix code. 
Case “xyz # L and y E L.” Then xyz = v. If 1x1 B 1 then x = ax’ for some x’ and, 
therefore, x’yz = u EL which implies that z = 1. On the other hand, if x = 1 then 
au = u = yz = xyz E LX*, a contradiction! 
Case “xyz E L and y $ L.” Then y= u. But xyz=xuz=xauz~ L implies that 
z=l. 1 
Note that every non-empty right semaphore code is a maximal prefix code, hence 
a maximal right semaphore code [Bell. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Every maximal p-infix code is a maximal prefix code. Every 
maximal s-infix code is a maximal suffix code. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let X be an alphabet. A language L over X is a p-infix code if 
and only tf L is a subset of a right semaphore code. 
The above results characterize the non-empty right semaphore codes as being the 
maximal p-infix codes; similarly, the non-empty left semaphore codes are the 
maximal s-infix codes. We now turn to the cases of maximal infix codes and 
maximal outlix codes. The following simple properties of the hierarchy of codes are 
used in the sequel without special mention. 
Remark 4.4. Let %‘, and V2 be two classes of codes such that ??I G %$. If L E %, 
is maximal in $ then it is also maximal in %?, 
Proof. Suppose that L is not maximal in wl. Then there is a word u # L such 
that Lu {u) is a code in %I. But then L u {u} is in %?* ; hence L is not maximal 
in %$. 3 
Remark 4.5. If L is a maximal bifix code then L is a maximal prefix code or a 
maximal suffix code. 
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Proof Suppose that L c X + is neither a maximal prefix code nor a maximal 
suffix code, but that L is a maximal bifix code. Then there are words U, u E X+ such 
that uX* n LX* = @  and X*o n X*L = 0. Consider w = UV. Clearly w # L as L is 
a bilix code. As L is a maximal bifix code the set L u {w } is not a bifix code. There- 
fore x <b w or w <b x for some x E L. In either case one reaches a contradiction. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let L E X* be an infix code. Zf L is maximal as a biJix code 
then one of the following statements holds true: 
(1) L is a right semaphore code, hence a maximal prefix code, and at the same 
time a subset of a left semaphore code. 
(2) L is a left semaphore code, hence a maximal suffix code, and at the same 
time a subset of right semaphore code. 
Proof Note that L being a maximal bilix code is also a maximal infix code. 
Moreover, it is a maximal prefix code or a maximal suflix code by the above 
remarks. 
By [GUN], L = Pn S where P is a right semaphore code and S is a left 
semaphore code. Moreover, P is a maximal prefix code and S is a maximal suffix 
code. Therefore, L = P and L E S or L = S and L E P. 1 
As an immediate consequence one obtains the following sufficient condition for 
a maximal infix code to be properly embeddable in a bilix code. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let L E X* be a maximal infix code. Zf L is neither a maximal 
prefix code nor a maximal suffix code then L can be properly embedded in a maximal 
bifix code. 
We now turn to the situation when an infix code is a maximal prefix code or a 
maximal suffix code. Our main result for this case is that such a code is a full 
uniform code. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let X be an alphabet and L E X *. The following statements are 
equivalent : 
(1) L is an infix code which is a maximal prefix code. 
(2) L is a strict right semaphore code. 
Proof: Assume that L is an infix code and, at the same time, a maximal prefix 
code. By the above, L is a right semaphore code. Therefore, X +L E LX*. Since L 
is an infix code, X +L n L = 0. Therefore X +L E LX +. 
Conversely, let L be a strict right semaphore code. Then L is a maximal prefix 
code. We need to show only that L is an infix code. Assume that v = xuy E L and 
u E L. If x # 1 then u = u’x’y with u’ E L as L is a strict right semaphore code. This 
contradicts the fact that L is a prefix code. Therefore, x = 1. Hence u = uy, and as 
L is a prefix code y = 1. Thus L is an infix code. 1 
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PROPOSITION 4.9. The following conditions on a language L are equivalent: 
(1) L is a strict right semaphore code. 
(2) L is a full untform code. 
(3) L is a strict left semaphore code. 
Hence every strict right (or left) semaphore code is maximal. 
Proof Let L be strict right semaphore code. Consider a word u E L of minimal 
length, and let u= a, . ..a. where a,EX for i= 1, . . . . r. We prove that 
X’a, . . . a,- i G L for all i with i = 0, . . . . r. 
Clearly, this holds true for i= 0. Using induction on i, consider any word 
v E xi+ l. Then va, “.arpr E XL E LX+. The minimality of r implies that 
va, ...a,-i-l EL. Thus X’+’ a, . ..a.-,_, c L as was to be proved. 
This shows that X’c L. On the other hand, as L is a code, L=X’. 
For the converse, note that a full uniform code is always a strict right semaphore 
code. The remaining statements are proved dually. 1 
When combined these results imply that every infix code which is a maximal 
prefix code is a full uniform code. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let L be an infix code. Zf L is a maximal prefix code or a 
maximal suffix code then L is a full untform code. 
Proof L is a strict right or left semaphore code, hence a full uniform code. 1 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let L be a maximal infix code. Zf L is not a full uniform code 
then L can be properly embedded in a bifix code. 
The above results relate the structure of maximal infix codes to their embed- 
dability into bilix and prefix or sullic codes. The following result clarifies the situa- 
tion further. 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let X be an alphabet, and let L be maximal infix code. Then 
there is a maximal bifix code L, and a maximal prefix code L, such that 
L E L, E L,. Zf L, is a right semaphore code then L = L, = L,. Zf L, is a p-infix code 
then L = L,. In either case, L is a full untform code. 
Proof The existence of L, and L, follows from Zorn's lemma. 
Let L2 be a right semaphore code. If L = L, then L is a full uniform code and 
L = L,. Assume, therefore, that L ZL,. Let u E L, \L. Then there is a word v E L 
such that u = xvy or v = xuy for some x, y E X*. But u, v E L, and L, is a right 
semaphore code. Thus, y = 1; that is, u = xu or v = xu. This contradicts the fact that 
L, is a bifix code. Therefore, L = L, = L,, and L is a full uniform code. 
Now let L, be a p-infix code. Then there is a right semaphore code L, such that 
L G L, EL,. Then the result follows from the above. 1 
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We now turn to considering maximal outlix codes. Surprisingly, one finds 
that-as with maximal infix codes+zvery maximal outlix code is either a full 
uniform code or can be properly embedded in a maximal bilix code. 
PROPOSITION 4.13. Let L E X* be an outfix code. Zf L is a maximal btfix (or 
maximal prefix or maximal suffix) code then L is a full untform code. 
Proof Note that by the above remarks the assumption amounts to L being a 
maximal prefix code or a maximal suffix code. We consider the former case only. 
The latter one is dual. In the proof we use the following property: 
Let L G  X* be an outfix code which is a maximal prefix code. Let k E N,, and 
assume that for all ME X*, uXk n L # @  implies uXk E L. Then, for all UE X*, 
uXk+‘nL#@ implies uXkflGL. 
We postpone the proof of this property and first indicate how the property helps 
to prove the main statement. Let L be an outfix code which is also a maximal prefix 
code. Note that UX’G  L for all UE L. Therefore, the assumption of the above 
property holds for k= 0. Using induction on k, one finds that X” E L if 
L n X” # fa. As any X” is an outfix code which is also maximal as a prefix code 
it follows that L = X” for some n. 
We now turn to proving the above property. Let UE Ln Xk+‘X* and let 
v E voCoXk, where USE X* and co E X. As u E L n Xk+ ‘X* c L n XkX*, one has 
uocoXk G  L by the assumption. Now assume that uoXk + ’ g L. Then there is a letter 
a E X\ { co} and a word u’ E Xk such that u,au’ $ L. Since L is maximal as a prefix 
code there is a word w E L such that w <P uOau’ or uOau’ 6, w. 
Assume that wGpuoav’. If w<,o, then w<,o with W,UEL and wfu, a con- 
tradiction. If w=u,a then w~~,v,c~a and u,ctae L. For k>O, w #v,cta resulting 
in a contradiction against the outlix property. For k = 0 one has w = u,a E L and 
u’ = 1, contradicting the assumption that uoau’ # L. Hence assume that u,a is a 
proper prefix of w and that w is a proper prefix of o,av’. Then w = uOau” for some 
non-empty word U” and w’ = voc~-~““~ au” E L. Moreover, ww, w’ contradicting the 
outlix property. Thus w cannot be a prefix of u,au’. 
Hence, assume that u,au’6, w. Then [WI > loo1 + k+ 1 and WEU~U~C~ Xk for 
some u,oX+ and c,EX. The fact that wELnXk+lX* implies that vov,c,Xk GL. 
If uov,Xk+‘~L then v,c~+‘EL and u,u,c~+~EL. As lull > 0, this yields a 
contradiction to the outfix property. Therefore uoul Xk+ ’ g L. 
We now have reached the following situation: uoul c1 Xk E L and uoul Xk+ ’ $C L 
with ul # 1. The above reasoning with u. replaced by uoul and co replaced by ci, 
when iterated, leads to a sequence of words uo, u,, . . . and a sequence of letters 
co, Cl, ... such that 
uou, ... ViCiXk E L and vov, . . . v,xk+‘gL 
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and ui # 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . . Hence, for some i and j with i < j one has 
OOVl . ..v$f+‘EL and uou, .“Ui(Vif, .4j)C;+‘EL. 
As vi+1 ... vj # 1 this contradicts the outlix property. 
This shows that the above property obtains. 1 
COROLLARY 4.14. Let L be a maximal outfix code which is not a full uniform 
code. Then L can be properly embedded in a bifix code. 
Maximal outlix codes which are not full uniform codes do exist. Moreover, a 
maximal outlix code which is also maximal as an infix code need not be a full 
uniform code. This is shown by the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 4.15. The language 
{a”b”a”In>2} u {ba, ab, b2} 
is a maximal outfix code which is neither a maximal prefix code (one adds a2b3) 
nor a maximal suffix code (one adds b3a2), hence not maximal as a bilix code. 
EXAMPLE 4.16. Consider 
L = {a3, ab, ba, b3}. 
L is a maximal outlix code and a maximal infix code, but not a uniform code. 
5. THE SYNTACTIC MONOID 
In this section we state several properties of the syntactic monoids of the codes 
considered in this paper. In particular, we address the questions of when codes of 
the types considered are disjunctive or dense. For the sake of completeness, we 
quote some results from earlier papers. 
Recall that the least non-empty ideal-if it exists-of a semigroup S is called its 
kernel. Obviously, if S has a zero element 0, then (0) is the kernel of S. The least 
ideal different from {O)-if it exists-is called the core. If S has no zero, then its 
core and kernel coincide. The core is said to be primitive if it contains exactly one 
non-zero element. 
PROWSITION 5.1 [Jii2]. Let X be an alphabet and L c X +, L # 0. The following 
properties obtain : 
(1) If L is finite then L is an infix code if and only if L is a P,-class. 
(2) If L is an infix code then P, = PlesCL,. 
(3) Zf L is an infix code then syn(L) is subdirectly irreducible. 
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(4) A finitely generated monoid is isomorphic with the syntactic monoid of an 
infix code tf and only tf it has a disjunctive zero and a primitive core. 
(5) If L is a finite infix code then syn( L) is a finite subdirectly irreducible nil 
monoid with at least three elements. Conversely, every such monoid is isomorphic with 
the syntactic monoid of a finite infix code. 
(6) Zf L is a context-free infix code then syn(L) is a nil monoid tf and only tf 
L is finite. 
The assertion of Proposition 5.1( 1) is not true for infinite languages. For 
example, the language L = {a”ba” Jn, m  > 0} is a P,-class while L is not an infix 
code. The language (ab”a 1 n > 0} is an infinite regular infix code whose syntactic 
monoid is not nil [Jii2].’ 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let L be an outfix code over X. Then every P,-class different 
from res(L) is an outfix code. 
Proof: Consider x, y E X* \res(L) with x = y( PL). Then there are a, /? E X* such 
that ax/? E L and, hence, ayp E L. Now suppose that x = y, uy, and y = yr y2. Then, 
with a’ = ay, and j’ = y,b one has a’fl’ E L and a’ufl’ E L. Therefore, u = 1. 1 
However, an outlix code L is not necessarily a P,-class. The language 
L = { aba, a*ba*} 
is a counter-example. Nevertheless, the syntactic monoid of an outlix code has 
several rather special properties. 
FROWSITION 5.3. Let L be an outfix code over X. Then syn(L) has the following 
properties : 
(1) syn(L)\l is a semigroup; 
(2) syn(L) has a zero if and only zf res(L) # @ ; 
(3) syn(L) has no idempotents except 1 and possibly 0; 
(4) every element of syn(L)\l is either nilpotent or of infinite order; 
(5) if L is dense then syn(L) is a torsion-free monoid. 
Proof: From Proposition 5.2 it follows that { 1 } is a P,-class. Hence statement 
(1). 
Clearly, if res(L) # 0 then res(L) is a P,-class, the zero of syn(L). Conversely, 
let syn(L) have a zero. If 0 4 L/P, then 0 = res(L)/P, and res(L) # 0. Assume that 
1 We use this opportunity to point out and correct an error of [Jut]. The Thw code over the alphabet 
X with IX] > 1 is the set of all words which are not square-free, but all of whose proper factors are 
square-free. For X= {a, b} the Thue code is the language {a*, b*, ubab, baba} and this is a finite 
maximal infix code. Contrary to the claim made in [JiiZ], for 1X(= 3 the Thue code is not maximal 
as an infix code. 
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OE LIP,. Let UE L such that u/PL=O. Then u2/P,=u/PL=0 implies that UE L. 
As L is an outlix code, one has u = 1 EL, a contradiction! This proves (2). 
For (3), let i E syn(L), i2 = i, 0 # i # 1. Then u/P, = i for some 
u E X* \(res(L) u { 1 }). By Proposition 5.2 the P,-class of u is an outlix code. The 
fact that i is idempotent implies u = uu(P,). Thus, as above, we have a contra- 
diction. 
Now consider x E syn(L)\{O, 1 }. If x has finite order then x” is idempotent for 
some n > 1. But xn # 1 by (1). Thus, xn = 0 by (3). This proves (4). 
Finally, if L is dense, that is, res(L) = a, then syn(L) has no zero element. By 
(4), every element except 1 has infinite order. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let L G X* be a regular outfix code. Then L is finite and 
syn( L) is a finite nil monoid. 
Proof. Suppose L is infinite. By the Pumping Lemma for regular languages 
[Ho1 1, all long enough words w E L can be decomposed into w = uxv such that 
x # 1 and ux”v E L for all n > 0. Thus in particular, uu E L and uxu E L, hence x = 1, 
a contradiction! Therefore, syn(L) is finite. The rest is a well-known consequence 
of this. [ 
PROPOSITION 5.5. If L is a finite outfix code with L a single P,-class, then L is 
also an infix code. 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.1( 1). 1 
Note that by results of [Kal] the free semigroup X + can be covered by a 
disjoint union of dense outlix codes. We now turn to the construction of a class 
of disjunctive-hence also dense-outfix codes. It also provides for a systematic 
construction of examples of disjunctive outlix codes. In order to state the result we 
recall the definition of an ordered product (or ordered catenation) of languages 
[Sh3]. For n E N let L,, L,, . . . . L, be infinite languages over X, and for i = 1, 2, . . . . n 
let fi be an injective mapping of fV onto Li. Then the ordered product 
is the set of words 
for je M 
L, a L, n...n L, 
f(j)=fi(j)f,(j)...f"(j) 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let X be an alphabet with at least two letters, X= {a, 6, . ..} 
say, and let q be a bijection of N onto X +. Furthermore, let fA be an injective 
mapping of N onto an infinite prefix code A, and let fs be an injective mapping of 
N onto an infinite suffix code B. Consider the language 
L=L,,,.,,=A a X+ n B, 
where the ordered product is defined with respect to the mappings fA, cp, and fs. 
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(a) Every such language L is a disjunctive outfix code and, thus in particular, 
a dense outfix code. It is never context-free. 
(b) Assume that fA(i) andf,(i) can be computed on a non-deterministic Turing 
machine in space O(log i), and that log i= 0( I fA(i)l), log i= 0( 1 fB(i)l), and log i= 
0( Ip(i) Then, if the question 
“0 = cp( j)?” 
for given v and i can be decided on a non-deterministic Turing machine with space 
bound 0( 101) then L is context-sensitive. Zf A, B, fA, and fB are recursive then L is 
recursive tf and only tf the above question is decidable; this is the case tf and only tf 
cp is a recursive function. L cannot be recursively enumerable without being recursive. 
(c) Zf cp is defined by the standard total ordering of X +, that is, if cp( i) is the 
ith element with respect to this ordering, then L is context-sensitive. 
Proof: For ie N let 
wi = fJi) cp(i) fs(i)$ 
First, we show that L is an outfix code. Suppose there exist u, x, y such that xy E L 
and xuy E L. Then xy = wi for some i E N. We distinguish three cases: 
Case 1 (x<~ fA(i)). Then 
XUY = v1 uv2di) fe(i) 
with vi v2 = fA(i). From the fact that B is a sufhx code it follows that the sufftx 
fe(i) E B of xuy is determined uniquely. Injectivity offs implies that i is also deter- 
mined uniquely. This and the injectivity of cp in turn determine the prefix v of xuy 
as v = v1 uv2 = fA(i). By the injectivity of fA one concludes that u = 1. 
Case 2 (y d, fe(i)). This case is the dual of Case 1. 
Case 3 (x= fA(i) vl, y=v,f,(i), and v1v2=~(i)). From A being a prefix code 
and B being a suffix code it follows that i is determined uniquely. Thus xuy E L 
implies 
0,24v,=cp(i)=v,v,. 
By injectivity, u = 1 as was to be shown. 
Next we prove that L is disjunctive. Let u, v E X* with 
u = v( PL). 
As cp is surjective, there is an index i such that u = cp(i). Then 
fA(i) uf,(i) E L 
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and thus also 
Thus, u = cp( i) = u. 
That L is never context-free is an easy consequence of Ogden’s lemma [Hol]. If 
the question 
“0 = cp( j)?” 
can be decided by a non-deterministic Turing machine in space 0( 1~1 + i) then, 
clearly, L is accepted by a non-deterministic Turing machine in linear space. Thus 
L is context-sensitive. If cp is recursive, then L is obviously decidable. Conversely, 
if L is recursive, then the decision procedure for L can be used to compute cp. 
If L is recursively enumerable, with recursive enumeration f: N + L say, then a 
decision procedure for L can be delined as follows: Let UE X* be the word for 
which we have to decide whether v E L or not. First check whether 
UE u fA(1')x*fB(4. 
i> 1 
If “no,” then v 4 L. If “yes,” v requires further scrutiny. Clearly, this question is 
decidable. Now suppose that 
u = fA( i) u’fB( i). 
Using f one enumerates L to find 
wi = fA(i) wi fB(i). 
If u’ # W: then u $ L. Otherwise, u E L. 
Finally, consider the standard total order < on X+. In this case cp would be 
defined by 





assuming that a is the smallest element of X+. To show that this L is indeed 
context-sensitive we sketch a Turing machine which checks the question whether 
u = q(i) 
in space 0( 101). For given v and i the machine generates the sequence 
cp( 11, (P(2), **. 
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on a separate tape until it either finds q(i) or generates a word longer than u. In 
the former case it compares u with q(i) to get the answer to the question. In the 
latter case the answer is “no.” The stopping condition and the fact that 
Iv(l)1 G ld2)l G . ..Iv(i)l 
together imply that the machine uses no more than 0( [VI ) space. 1 
6. CLOSURE UNDER HOMOMORPHISMS 
In this section we characterize those morphisms which preserve the outlix or the 
infix property, and also those morphisms whose inverses preserve these properties. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let X be an alphabet with 1X( 3 2, and let cp be an 
endomorphism of X*. The following assertions hold true : 
(1) q(L) is an infix code for every infix code L G X + if and only if q(K) is an 
infix code for every infix code KG X u X2; 
(2) q(L) is an outfix code for every outfix code L c X+ tf and only tf q(K) 
is an outfix code for every outfix code KC X u X2. 
The properties of being in$x code preserving and outfix code preserving are decidable. 
Proof First, observe that the conditions in both (1) and (2) are obviously 
sufficient. Moreover, if cp is not injective on X, then it does not preserve the infix 
and outfix properties: Indeed, assume that X= {a, b .-- } and q(a) = q(b); the set 
L = {a, b2} is an infix code and also an outlix code while q(L) is neither infix nor 
outlix. Thus, we may assume that [p(X)/ = I XI. 
Let L c X + be an infix code such that q(L) is not an infix code. Then there are 
distinct words u, u E L such that {u, u} is an infix code whereas cp( (u, u}) is not. Of 
course, we may assume that L = {u, u}. Moreover, let L be chosen in such a way 
that JuI + 101 is minimum with these properties. In the sequel, this choice of L is 
referred to as the “minimality” of L. 
If L E Xu X2 then nothing needs to be proved. Therefore, suppose that 
L g Xu X2. Let 
u=ulu2”‘u, and v=v,v2”‘v, 
with ui, u2, . . . . u,, vi, u2, . . . . u2 E X. By the choice of L, the set q(L) is not an infix 
code. Without loss in generality, we assume that q(u) is a factor of q(u); that is, 
there exist indices i, j and words x, y such that 
l<iGj<s, fp(Ui.. * Vj) = w(u) Y, Ix1 < IV(“i)17 IYI < I44q)l. 
Observe that L $Z Xv X2 and the minimality of L together imply that p(X) is an 
infix code and thus a bilix code. Thus, if x = 1, u is a prefix of ui. . . uj, contradicting 
the fact that L is an infix code. Similarly, y = 1 yields a contradiction. 
571/43/3-a 
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Therefore, x # 1 # y. Moreover, for k = 1, . . . . r the inequalities 
hold true. Otherwise, as u is not a factor of v some cp(u,) is a proper factor of some 
cp(u,) contradicting the minimality of L. 
Note that j = i + r. To simplify notation, let uh = ui + k for k = 0, . . . . r. The set 
Id% . . u,), cp(0; . . . I$)} 
is not an infix code as cp(u, . . . u,) is a proper factor of cp(u; . . . vi). By the minimality 
of L, also the set 
I%.. . u,, u’l . . u:> 
is not an infix code. For the same reason, the set 
is not an infix code either. We distinguish several cases. 
Case 1. Let ul. ..u = vi ...u:-, and ui ... u,-, = ub ...uLP2. In this case, 
4 . . . u:- I = ui . . . U, andr L is not an infix code, a contradiction! 
Case 2. Let u~...u,=u;.~.v:-~ and u~~~~u,~~=u~~~~u~~~. Then 
u,= . . . = u, = 0; = . . . = V:-1. 
Consider the set L’= {pi, t&v:}. If u1 = I& or ui =u: then u is a factor of u, a 
contradiction! Therefore, L’ is an infix code. However, cp(L’) is not an infix code. 
To prove this, let cp(ui) = a, a E X+. Then 
44~) = ar, 
cp(l& . . 4) = d&l a’-‘cp(4), 
and a has a decomposition 
such that a, is a suffix of cp(ub) and a, is a prefix of cp(u’- r). Thus, cp(u,) = a is 
a proper factor of cp(ubu:). Hence, q(L’) is not an infix code, contradicting the 
minimality of L. 
Case 3. Let u2.. . u, = v;. . . vi and u1 . . . u,- , = vb.. . v:- 2. In this case, u, = vb, 
u, = u: and 
u*= . . . =u,p*=v;= . . . =u;-,. 
Consider the set L’ = (uz, u,u,}. As in Case 2 one proves that L’ is an infix code 
such that q(L’) is not an infix code, again contradicting the minimality of L. 
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Case 4. Let u2 .--u, = vi ..-v: and u, “-u,_ i = vi ... vi-i. In this case, uk = vi 
for k = 1, . . . . r. Therefore, u is a proper factor of v, a contradiction! 
Thus, in every case, if L = {u, v} is an infix code which is m inimal with q(L) not 
an infix code, the assumption that L e Xu X2 results in a contradiction. Therefore, 
L c Xu X2. This completes the proof for infix codes, that is, of statement (1). 
Now let L be an outlix code such that p(L) is not an outtix code. Again, we 
assume that L = {u, v}, that L is m inimal with this property (in the above sense), 
and that L $Z Xu X2. We use the same notation as before. 
Without loss in generality we assume that q(u) o,cp(v). Therefore, there are 
words x, CI, /? such that cp(u)=c$ and cp(v)=ax/% Note that again q(X) is a bilix 
code. Thus there exists an index k such that 
If uk=vk or Uk=V,+,+k then uoOv, a contradiction. Therefore, uk # ok and 
Uk#us-.+k, 
Let uk=a, v,=b, and v,-,+~ =c where afb and a#c. Then q(a) wax’ 
for some x’ E bX* n X*c. Thus, for some words y, 6, y, z, z’ one has yS = q(a) 
and y~~6=cp(b)z=z’cp(c). If (rp(b)l< (yI or Iq(c)l < (61 then q(b) o,cp(a) or 
q(c) w,cp(a) contradicting the m inimality of L. Therefore, Iq(b)l > IyI and 
[q(c)1 > 161. Now consider the set L’= {a, bc}. Clearly, L’ is an outfix code, 
L’ c Xu X2 while cp(L’) is not an outlix code. This contradicts the m inimality of L. 
Hence, L c Xu X2. This completes the proof for outlix codes, that is, of statement 
(2). I 
The result of Proposition 6.1 is the strongest possible in the following sense: 
the set Xu X2 cannot be replaced by just X in general. This is the essence of the 
following two examples. 




al3 if i= 1, 
if i=2, 
ai, if i> 2. 
Then q(X) is an infix code. On the other hand, the set L = {al, a:} is an infix code 
such that q(L) = { a:, a,a2afa2a1} is not an infix code. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Let X= {a,, . . . . a,}, where n > 3 and 
2 
a1 if i= 1, 
dai)= 1:::’ 
i 
if i= 2, 
2 if i=3, 
ai, if i>3. 
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Then q(X) is an outlix code. Consider the set L = {aI, u2u3}. Clearly, L is an outfix 
code while q(L) is not. 
For outlix codes over binary alphabets the characterization given in Proposi- 
tion 6.1 can be strengthened. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let 1x1 = 2, and let rp be an endomorphism of X*. There is an 
out’x code L c X* such that q(L) is not an outfix code if and only if cp(X) is not 
an outfix code. 
ProoJ We continue using the notation introduced in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 6.1. From 1x1 =2 it follows that b=c and [q(b)1 > Iyl, 161. 
If [q(b)1 > J$ = IyI + 161 then q(a) o,cp(b) contradicting the minimality of L. 
Thus, 
IvL 14 < Idb)l < IYI + 14. 
Therefore, there are words x, y such that q(b) = yx= yS. The fact that 
Iv(b)1 < IyI + (61 implies that there is a non-empty word w which is a suffix of y and 
a prefix of 6, that is, y = yw, 6 = wx, and q(a) = y6 = yw*x. On the other hand, 
q(b) = xwy; hence rp(b) o,rp(a), again a contradiction! 
Thus, if L = (u, u} is an outftx code which is minimal such that q(L) is not an 
outlix code, then L E X. Obviously, it suffices to consider L =X in this case, as X 
is always an outlix code. [ 
The characterization of those morphisms whose inverses preserve the infix or 
outlix properties turns out to be quite simple. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let X, Y be alphabets and let cp be a morphism of Y* into X*. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) cp - ‘(L) is an infix code for every injix code L c X* ; 
(2) p-‘(L) is an outfix code for every outfix code LE X*; 
(3) v’(l)= w. 
Proof: First we prove the equivalence of (1) and (3). Let L be an infix code over 
X, and suppose that L’ = rp -l(L) is not an infix code. Hence there are words 
x, U, ye Y* such that u, xuy~ L’ and xy # 1. But then (P(U)E L and cp(xuy) = 
q(x) q(u) cp( y) E L together imply that cp(xy) = q(x) q(y) = 1, where xy # 1. There- 
fore, (3) implies (1). On the other hand, if (3) is not satisfied then (1) is obviously 
not satisfied either. Therefore, also (1) implies (3). 
Now consider (2) and (3). Let L be an outlix code over X, and suppose that 
L’ = cp - ‘( L) is not an outtix code. Then there are words x, y, u E Y * such that 
xy, xuy~ L’ and ZJ # 1. The fact that L is an outfix code implies that rp(u) = 1. 
Hence, (3) implies (2). The converse is again obvious. 1 
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7. DECIDABILITY RESULTS 
In this section we prove that for a rational language it is decidable whether it is 
a right semaphore code, a p-infix code, an s-infix code, and infix code, or an outfix 
code. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let L be a rational language. It is decidable whether L is a 
right semaphore code, a p-infix code, an s-infix code, an infix code, or an outfix code. 
Proof Let X be an alphabet, and let L be a rational language over X. 
For the question of whether L is a right semaphore code, observe that both X*L 
and LX* are effectively rational and that the inclusion of rational sets is decidable. 
Now consider the question of whether L is an infix code. Let L’ = X*LX+ v 
X +LX*. Clearly, the language L n L’ is rational if L is rational and 
Thus, L is an infix code if and only if L n L’ = @ , and this is decidable. 
The decision procedure for the properties pi and si is similar. 
The question of whether L is an outfix code can be decided in a trivial fashion, 
as every rational outtix code is finite. 1 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Infix codes, outlix codes, and the “relatives” of infix codes, p-infix codes and 
s-infix codes, turn out to be surprisingly complex languages. Moreover, infix codes 
and outfix codes turn out to have quite similar properties-a quite unexpected 
result! 
In this paper we succeeded to answer several important questions concerning 
these classes of codes, mainly concerning closure properties, maximal codes, and 
syntactic monoids. While these results form major steps toward an understanding 
of the combinatorial structure of such codes, several intriguing problems are still 
open; most notably that of characterizing the maximal infix (or outfix) codes which 
can be properly embedded in maximal bihx codes. 
However, the results of this paper also contribute another set of subtle facts to 
the global picture of the family of all codes. In particular, they help clarify the situa- 
tion at the “low complexity end” of this family. 
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